


KNOW US BETTER

As a company, we are an integrator of ICT solutions, which is formed by a team 
of experts involved in their work.  We focus on activities to gain a leadership 
position on the market.   We are constantly improving our qualifications and 
enriching ours offer.  We try to listen, understand and respond to the needs of 
our clients.

SEVENET S.A.   is a company from the IT industry, dealing in supply since 1997 
advanced ICT solutions for enterprises in Poland.   Since June 2011, the 
company’s shares have been listed  in the NewConnect Alternative Trading 
System.

Sevenet S.A. works for one of the largest Polish  enterprises and institutions. 
The company offers designing services,  implementing, configuring and 
servicing ICT solutions. Thanks to having the bestspecialists, it guarantees 
services on the highest level. The company’s many years of presence on the 
domestic market cooperates with global producers of IT solutions. This allows 
on the implementation of integrated ICT solutions that they bring measurable 
benefits for customers.

OUR MAIN PARTNERS:

KNOWLEDGE     EXPERIENCE     AWARENESS



SEVENET OFFER

ACCESS TO THE NETWORK

BUSINESS COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS

Stable, secure and scalable LAN / WAN networks, including the wireless network, are 
features which under a number of modern solutions are hidden, giving unlimited 
access to the company’s services and resources.

We offer systems made for modern business communication related to B2B and B2C, 
including IP connection or video-conferences. These solutions give many possibilities, 
simplify contact between departments, remote workers and reduce infrastructure 
management only to an IP network.

LAN / WAN networks:
We design and build stable, modern LAN / WAN networks in both enterprises from the SME sector 
and in large companies,
We are expanding and updating existing LAN / WAN networks, installing  structured cabling  of 
network.
WLAN networks:
Modern, reliable and scalable, configured and monitored from a central management,
Adapted to the needs of the client and the services in the company.

We offer releases including IP telephone communication and voice mail in the headquarters or
between branches connected by WAN (depending on the client’s needs),
By using the voice gate function that routers have, we connect IP telephony with the world
traditional telephony while maintaining the quality of services in which the transmitted voice is
delay-free,
We provide modern video solutions - starting from personal (desk) terminals, such as IP phones
with cameras, video telephones and tablets up to the solutions used in conference rooms where
large video terminals allow participation in meetings for many people at the same time,
We connect devices for group work with telephony and video conferencing, ensuring 
comfortable environment for cooperation of every modern organization,
The whole solution is completed with applications that enable effectiveness of the solution and
depending on the client’s needs make them more individual.



DATA SAFETY
We offer solutions that ensure security at various levels, including preventing hacker 
attacks, controlling access to information, and ensuring secure communication or 
Internet traffic control.

This solution made for elimination of barriers communication, with a minimum effort of 
the institution, store or office. The system works on a simple to use the application 
possible to install on any device with camera, microphone and the Internet access.

Next – Generation Firewall,
Next – Genearation IPS,
Sandbox offering protection against 0-day attacks,
Content Security (Email i Web Security),
Data Loss Prevention,
Web Application Firewall,
Virtual Private Network (IPSec i SSL),
Protection (D)DoS,
Authentication servers,
Network Admission Control,
Vulnerability testing systems.

System ”Communication without barriers” is based on a solid foundation of modern technology 
and devices leading on the market manufacturers, 
”Communication without barriers” consists of the following items: devices (video terminal, laptop,
smartphone), Internet, the position of an interpreter in Contact Center and the system 
management.

Proper security  selection guarantees  suitable protection of the given resources. We work with many 
recognized security industrial manufacturers and in our offer there are the best systems available in the 
world:

COMMUNICATION  WITHOUT BARRIERS



CONTACT CENTER SYSTEMS
Cooperation and contact with clients is one of the effective aspects for any 
organization in a competitive economy. One of the most important challenges of 
Contact Center systems is the constant optimization of their processes. We are able to 
take up this challenge due to experience and qualified engineering staff. We offer 
advanced solutions used for cooperation and communication between companies 
and their clients.

We design and introduce modern solutions in the organization of cooperation between the 
company and its clients, being in this process not only a supplier, but also a partner and advisor,
We optimize and modernize existing Contact Center systems (including additional 
communication channels),
All solutions include applications that enable extension functionality of the solution and
individualizing it to the client’s needs.

DATA CENTER
We design and implement specialized network and server solutions for both small and 
medium enterprises as well as large institutions.   For small businesses and remote 
locations, we offer datacenter and virtualization solutions based on free-standing 
servers or service modules for routers.  For larger enterprises with dedicated switches 
positioned to support data centers.  We guarantee flexible and scalable an 
environment that can process huge amounts of data, thanks to enrichment 
infrastructure hardware for virtualization.

We design server solutions based on free-standing servers or for companies from the SME sector
service modules for routers,
For large enterprises, we design server solutions using scalable architecture of servers 
programming,
We enrich the existing environments with virtualization and creating automation cloud
computing,
We effectively secure and distribute the load within the planned or existing data processing.
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